
 A needle, some thread, 
and a piece of cloth

 A deflated balloon

5–10 minutes

NEEDLE AND THREAD

Note: This session is better done with other family members or other children if possible. 

Play ‘Needle and Thread’:

Show your child how to sew with a needle and thread on your piece of cloth. Exaggerate your movements to direct their attention to the movement 
of the needle and thread, and say: Wherever the needle goes, the thread follows! Tell your child you are going to play this game – you are the needle, 
and your child and any others playing are the thread. To make the thread, your child and the others must form a straight line, holding hands. Gently 
try to pull their hands apart to check if they have made a ‘really strong thread’, commenting on its strength as you do it.

Stand at one end of the ‘thread’ and lead it around the room saying: Wherever the needle goes, the thread goes too! Encourage them to move flexibly 
but still in their connected line, as a thread would. To end the game, turn the line into a circle by catching hold of the hands of the last person in the 
thread.

Play ‘Big Balloon’:

Ask your child and any others playing to get into a circle and hold hands, joining in yourself too. Start to walk round slowly, maintaining the circle. Ask 
your child: What do you think the circle looks like right now, to someone else watching us or from above? If necessary, tell them that it is going round 
and round like a ‘wheel’. Make the wheel move faster, and then make it go slower and stop.

Show your child the deflated balloon. Demonstrate inflating and deflating, while explaining: A balloon expands out – we call that inflating – when we 
blow to fill it with air, which makes it become big and round. A balloon shrinks in – we call that deflating – when we let the air out, which makes it go 
back to looking like it did at the start.

Ask your child if they know how to make the human circle that you made before look like a balloon. Hold hands to form a circle again, but without 
you this time. Agree that to ‘blow up/inflate’ the balloon, they must make the biggest possible circle by stretching arms out as far as possible. Then to 
‘let the air out/deflate’ the balloon, they should move into the centre while continuing to hold hands. Have them practise a couple of times. 

Now call out instructions for the circle: Turn slowly like a wheel! Turn quickly like a wheel! Inflate the balloon! Deflate the balloon! Stop! Repeat several 
times.

Your child can move cooperatively in a line and a circle.

To practise orientation skills (following in a line, moving in a circle, in/out)
To develop the ability to represent actions by miming them
To use basic expressive actions to represent the characteristic movement 
of familiar objects 
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